THE INFLUENCE OF BLACK MARKET ACTIVITIES THROUGH DARK WEB ON THE ECONOMY: A SURVEY
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Abstract

The economy of a country is driven in part by the variety of businesses that thrive in it. Competition among these businesses is encouraged as long as they follow specific rules set forth by the governments in which they operate. However, it becomes an entirely different story when the competitors play in a completely different environment and make their own rules. The black market has long provided such an environment but it used to be confined to a particular geographic area, and very few thrived outside of their geographic location, until the Dark Web was introduced. The Dark Web has provided to any black market business of any size to expand their business outside of their geographic location. The black market by itself already influences businesses with whom they share the same geographic location. But the Dark Web expands the black market’s influence to a global scale. This paper first, looks into the influence of Black Market activities on the Dark Web. Then, it presents how both the Black Market and the Dark Web affect on the economy of individual countries and on the world’s economy as a whole.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to a “Research and Development” (RAND) corporation study, the black market for hacking tools, services, and byproducts is continuing to expand. The black-market expanding causes bigger threats to businesses, governments and individuals [1][2]. It is clear to cybercriminals the value of the information they steal by hacking. Bank accounts, credit cards, and social security numbers mean life to average people. Those items are being traded for money in the cyber black market, in the favor of hackers [3]. As the Cybersecurity Ventures site posted, the cybercrime industry cost the world three trillion dollars in 2015. It is predicted to be doubled by 2021. The cost of cybercrimes includes damages to companies, investments in technology, upgrading security policies and ransoms paid to get back what got stolen [4]. “Hacking used to be an activity that was mainly carried out by individuals working alone, but over the last 15 years the world of hacking has become more organized and reliable” said Lillian Ablon, the lead author of RAND’s research [1]. That helps us understand more how big the black market is these days.

Following a research conducted by Crowe UK [6] on how the United Kingdom’s (UK) top brands have been attacked or damaged by the Dark Web, 23 of the 50 brands researched were affected by the Dark Web.

Table 1: Business areas in the UK affected by the Dark Web [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Area</th>
<th>Number of Businesses affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking and Finance</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunication</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail and Entertainment</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Transportation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The attacks conducted on these companies did not only come from expert hackers, as the Dark Web has forums from where even the novice hacker could get advice and guidance on how to conduct attacks [6][7]. The same research pointed out that Invoice Fraud causes approximately nine million pound in losses per year to United Kingdom’s Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Furthermore, indirect attacks at business were another means for hackers to obtain valuable information from their victims. An example of this was the case where 16,600 Bank account numbers and sort codes were exposed after a telecommunication company, Talk Talk, was hacked in 2015 [6][8].

Rest of the paper organized such that, first, it presents the background of the Dark Web and Deep Web. Second, paper presents about the Dark Web and Black Market. Finally, it discusses in detail the effects of Black Market activities through Dark Web on the economy of individual countries and on the world’s economy as a whole.
2. Dark Web vs Deep Web

Before talking about the Dark Web and how it is used in the Black Market, it is important to make the distinction between the Deep Web and the Dark Web, as they are often merged together. The stratified structure of the internet could be illustrated by an iceberg as depicted in Figure 1. The figure 1 shows how the internet strata involves the Surface Web, the Deep Web and the Dark Web [9].

The Surface Web refers to the portion of the internet that is the most commonly used by anyone. It typically contains sites that are easily indexed and reached by the common search engines such as: Bing, Google, Fire Fox, Internet Explorer, and Edge, just to name a few [10].

The Deep Web is the biggest portion of the internet. It is not commonly accessed directly by the everyday internet user. The Deep Web contains all the digital data or information that are not readily indexed by the common search engines. Some of the information that could be found in the Deep web are specific emails, documents, files, messages and more [11].

The Dark Web is much like the Surface Web, except it’s not regulated by law and it also provides anonymity and secrecy to its users. As a result of this, sites that could not be reached via the Surface Web due to regulations in different countries, could be reached in the Dark Web. The Onion Router (Tor) is what is used to navigate the Dark Web [12]. Before the Dark Web in 2004, Tor was used and created by the United States Naval Research Laboratory (USNR Lab) a means of exchanging intelligence across the net in total anonymity and secrecy. The USNR Lab was able to create complete anonymity between to users through the use multiple virtual IPs that hide the true IP address of its users [13].

It is also important to note that though the Dark Web is most often connected to illegal and criminal activities, illegal activities account for about 50% of the Dark Web [14]. In addition to the commonly known illegal and criminal activities in the Dark Web, it is also used by people running away from Government surveillance or censorship. Some of these other users include but not limited to: Freedom Fighters, Whistleblowers, Discrimination and Abuse Victims, Corporations and Governments [15].
3. THE DARK WEB AND THE BLACK MARKET

In December 2013 a Target store got hacked, stealing about 40 million credit cards and 70 million users are accounts data. Then the stolen data was being sold on black market websites [16][17]. The cybercrime growth has been helped by specialized markets that deal for free in tools of cybercrimes. The markets provide tools like exploit kits (software can create, spread, and control attacks on systems), botnets (group of computers controlled remotely by a central authority, used to send spam websites), in addition to as-a-service models [1][18]. As the Armor Threat Resistance Unit (TRU) reported, U.S credit card numbers could sell for $7, and other types of data can be profitable as well [19]. Social media accounts, sites that store credit/debit cards info (Amazon), video games online services (PS Plus) can be used as products for cybercriminals to sell in the underground markets [3] [20].

![Image of an iceberg](image.png)

Figure 1: Iceberg to illustrate the strata the make up the internet [9]

The cyber underground is just a market like any other regular market. It is controlled by the power of supply and demand. Customer services are available in the cyber underground, helping customers to get their product, and making sure that their customers are happy with their services [21][22]. The black market offers different products. However, the most profitable items are social media credentials, reward points, and fake ID’s and passports. Prices vary depending on the item you want or the purpose you need the item for. Fake documents can range between US $10 and US $2000 [23]. Few data, such as date of birth and address, can be used to create all types
of fake documents. Green cards, insurance, passports, driver’s licenses, and even social security number are the most searched for in the black market [24]. Such documents can be the base for creating a new life for wanted people maybe [6].

Hotel and airline reward points range between $34.99 to $198.88. These stolen points and make it easier to hide someone’s travel plan. The stolen rewards point should be used by legitimate customers, who spent money to get discounts. However, the black market is selling these points for cheaper prices than a one-night hotel reservation or average flight ticket [6]. Buyers are paying for travel and hotel packages; therefore, cybercriminals are stealing and selling the requested information. Prices may vary depending on the airline, country, and the amount of rewards points [25].

Many accounts are being compromised by credential-stealing malware or phishing attacks, where victims are tricked to enter their usernames and passwords. Attacks can have several stages, starting with drive by downloading malware, aiming at a specified victim or company [17][26]. Once an account is compromised, attackers can analyze and monitor the account to identify the importance of the data. When they find an account that is not used often or has useful data, the account becomes the number one target for an account takeover (ATO). The attackers then will immediately change the communication details associated with the wanted account, so the owner has no chance to receive any notification about the attackers’ action. At this point, attackers can use the stolen account to make other attacks toward other accounts. One type of account takeover, is the Business Email compromise (BEC) scams, is where attackers access business used accounts using malware or phishing. The attackers will use the account to request payments or wire transfers to bank accounts they control [6][27].

The black market offers ransomware service, just like any other legal software people can get from programmers. The dark web market provides updates, technical support, and access to C&C servers, as well as payment plans for buyers’ subscription. A good example of ransomware packages would be Ranion. Ranion offers different payment model based on monthly or annual subscriptions. They charge $120 for monthly subscriptions and $900 for one-year access, which can reach $1900 if the buyer wishes to add more features. Cybercriminals use another way to sell their ransomware with offering the malware and C&C infrastructure for free, but they take a cut of any payment received from victims [4][28].

There are different services provided by the black-market offering access to servers around the global, using remote desktop protocol (RDP). The prices of these services vary between $8 and $15 per server, and the buyer can search by country, by operating system, or by which payment sites users visited using that server. After having such access, a cybercriminal could use it to launch ransomware or install a malware. Some
cybercriminals who develop botnets, or networks of compromised computer, give their computing power for rent. For instance, a denial of service attacks prices vary according to how long an attack would last. Also, there are young teens and adults who offer to rent their small botnets. These botnets are mostly used to attack servers used by online games. These cybercriminals promote themselves using social networks and they are not concerned about being anonymous [4] [29]

Usually cybercriminals do not risk it with using successfully stolen PayPal or credit card accounts by themselves. Instead, they sell it to other cybercriminals because it is safer for them and more profitable. Cybercriminals usually charge around %10 of the total balance available in the stolen account. We can understand that cybercriminals, who are hidden by their tools, have built together a big criminal and profitable industry. That industry which provides customer services, updates, and user manual is now comparable with any other legal industry [4][30]. “The malware industry has stopped being disruptive and now has characteristics similar to those of a software company” said Tony Anscombe the ESET’s Global Security Evangelist. Figure 2 (Bank accounts being sold) shows an example of accounts being sold after stealing them [31][32].

RAND researchers have done more than 12 interviews with cybersecurity experts, including academics and security researchers [1]. The research focused on the characteristics of the black markets considering botnets and their role in the cyber underground. The research stated that, the “Dark Net” will stay active with even more participants, higher usage of crypto currencies (Bitcoin), and higher ability of anonymity in malware [1][33]. In addition, the research predicted that the technology of cyber-attacks would advance faster than the defending technologies. Therefore, more actions should be taken to improve privacy policies and defending technologies [17][34].

![Figure 2: An example of accounts being sold after being stolen][31]
4. BLACK MARKET AGAINST THE ECONOMY

To understand the impacts the Black Market has on the economy of a country, it is
important to first know how it is related to a country’s economy. The way used to assess
the impact of the black market in a country’s economy is through the country’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) [35]. However, it is hard to find a country that calculates their
GDP while factoring in the black market in their country. Part of the problem is, no real
study has been done on the black-market as a whole, mainly due to its shadowy aspect
and that it is not being reported as it is the case in the normal market. As a result of the
black market’s activities not being reported it is hard to estimate the actual impact it
has on a country’s economy. The use of the Dark Web and bit coins to carry out
transactions, makes it even harder to trace transactions. Nevertheless, most of the
assessments collected here are from assessment done on the part of the black market
that is partially or completely out of the Dark Web. With this assessment, though
estimates, will provide an idea of how the entire black market, including the portion in
the Dark Web, could impact the economy of a country.

In the late 1990s, during the former Soviet Union, the black market was estimated to
account for 64% of Georgia’s GDP [36]. It would be interesting to know what the
percentages are today. However, with the lack of sufficient studies in the domain, it is
hard to get a proper estimate, especially with the Dark Web being involved. Based on
an indirect study conducted by the Institute for Applied Economic Research at the
University of Tübingen in Germany (IAW), the following chart in Figure 5(Country’s
with shadow economies) was obtained. The chart shows the percentage the black
market contributes to a country’s GDP. Based on estimates from Economic Analysts,
the black market could account for 10% of a developed country’s economy and a third
of a developing country. Similar studies carried out in 2011 stipulate that, if the black
market was appropriately taxed in the United States, it would have brought $400 billion
to $500 billion to the country’s economy [37]. According to a study carried out by
Havoscope researching company around 2012, the revenue of the global black market
is estimated at $1.8 trillion. The estimate includes 50 sectors of the black market not
including trafficking of cultural artifacts. The studies also broke down the estimates by
country as follows: United States is the biggest with $626 billion; China is next with
$261 billion; Mexico with $126 billion; Spain with $124 billion; Italy with $111 billion;
and Japan with $108 billion. Canada, India, United Kingdom, and Russia have less than
$100 billion each of estimated black-market revenue [38]. Similar studies carried out
by Global Financial Integrity, the revenue made by the top ten sectors in the Black
market in 2012 were estimated as follows [39]:

2. Drug Trafficking: $652 billion.
4. Illegal Mining: $48 billion.
5. Illegal Fishing: $36.4 billion.
7. Crude Oil Theft: $11.9 billion.
8. Light Weapons Trafficking: $3.5 billion.
10. Trafficking in Cultural Property: $1.6 billion.

Which all amounts to an estimated total of 2.2 trillion when human trafficking is added to it. As mentioned earlier, the Government loses a lot of tax money to the black market. According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), United State’s GDP could increase by 14% to 15% when adding the black market to the GDP calculation. These percentages jump to 35% or even 44% in emerging countries.

In spite these numbers, and the government of certain countries trying to fight back against the black market, these same governments are the once promoting the black market. With stringent rules and policies implemented in certain countries such as in Greece and the chaotic economic and political systems in other countries such as in Venezuela, the black market has been a means for people in these countries to obtain the goods and services they need or even legitimate business owners to still survive or even flourish, all through the dark web.

The black market does not benefit a community or country directly. As the black market fills the pockets of its business men and women, it increases the purchase power of the latter in addition to giving them an employment. As the purchase power increases for these black-market traders, they become able to purchase things much more easily in the real market, where they have to pay taxes and fees. Through this taxes and fees in the real market the communities benefit from this, which in turn benefits the country.

Especially after the Silk Road co-founder Ross Ulbricht was caught and sentenced to life imprisonment, many law enforcement and intelligence agencies have intensified their watch on the Dark Web [40]. As a result of this intensive monitoring, traders in the Dark web have only gotten more ingenious in their ways of carrying out their business(es) in that environment. This has equally made research on the black market and the Dark Web much harder. For some Black Market Entrepreneurs, they look at their business, whether in the Dark Web or not, as a means to put their children to school, feed their family, or even helping their community by employing others and through the provision of some of the basic needs of the people in their community [41].
5. CONCLUSION

In order to restrict some black market activities via dark web, it is very important to harden all the web based software systems such as data analytic frameworks [42]. People who work within the black market are affecting societies financially. They are making a lot of money but causing more damages. The black market is running as any other usual market. Customer services, user manual, and different services are offered. Governments around the global need to take actions against the cyber underground. The hacking and stealing industry must be destroyed, in order to protect people’s privacy. The advent of the Dark Web and bitcoin has brought the black market into the digital world. With both the Dark Web and the bitcoin, the black market can thrive globally in almost complete anonymity of its actors and traceability of their financial transactions.
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